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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which statement about the route target for 192.168.1.0/24 is
true?
A. Its route target is 64512:100010051.
B. Its route targets are 64512:100010051 and 64512:3002300.
C. Its route targets are 64512:100010051, 64512:2002250, and
64512:3002300.
D. Its route targets are 64512:2002250 and 64512:3002300.
E. Its route target is 64512:3002300.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator currently manages a NetScaler
environment in a retail company that is growing quickly and may
soon double its volume of business. Currently, a NetScaler MPX
5550, which handles web and SSL transactions, is in place, but
is close to full capacity. Due to the forecasted growth
increase, the administrator needs to find a cost-effective

solution.
What can the administrator recommend to management in order to
cost effectively handle the growth?
A. Perform hardware upgrade to NetScaler SDX 14100
B. Perform hardware upgrade to NetScaler MPX 8005
C. Another MPX 5550 appliance
D. Perform license upgrade to NetScaler MPX 5650
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A
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